We calculate the single-spin asymmetries A W ± L of W ± bosons produced in polarized pp collisions with the valence part of the up and down quark helicity distributions modeled by the light-cone quark-spectator-diquark model while the sea part helicity distributions of the up and down quarks treated as parametrization. Comparing our results with those from experimental data at RHIC, we find that the helicity distributions of sea quarks play an important role in the determination of the shapes of A
Introduction
The spin of the nucleon is an important research frontier in high energy physics. In the late 1980's, the EMC Collaboration [1, 2] found that the spin of quarks contributes only a small part of the total proton spin through their polarized deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments of charged lepton (muon in their case) beams on polarized proton targets. This observation is different from the naive quark model where the spin of the nucleon comes from the sum of its composite quarks. This inspired the so-called "spin crisis" of how the spin of the nucleon is distributed among its composite partons. Thus the spin physics, especially the spin-dependent parton distribution functions (PDFs) of nucleons and the polarized structure functions of g p 1 for protons and g n 1 for neutrons, have received lots of attentions by the SLAC experiments [3, 4] and the NMC experiments [1, 2, 5, 6] . The experiments lead to extended deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) data, from which one may obtain an improved result of about 30% of the proton spin coming from quarks. The new experiments by the COMPASS Collaboration [7] [8] [9] [10] and the HERMES Collaboration [11, 12] can provide precise information to study the spin structure of nucleons and the quark PDFs inside the nucleon. The most up-to-date experimental data have been impressively enriched from various experiments including the semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) in fixed target experiments. The limitation of the DIS data is that only the quark PDF combinations ∆q + = ∆q + ∆q are accessible. Though the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS) experiments can serve to separate different contributions from quarks and anti-quarks, there are also limitation due to some assumptions [13, 14] . Therefore both DIS and SIDIS data are insensitive to the polarized anti-quark distribution functions.
The Drell-Yan process, especially the mid-state of W boson production in polarized proton-proton collisions can serve as a direct and precise tool to extract the polarized anti-quark distribution functions, due to that W boson is produced through V-A interaction [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The quarks have exact helicity when they couple with W boson in the weak interaction. What is more, the W boson decay has a clean final state without fragmentation process. When we study the single-spin asymmetry, it can allow unique and useful measurements of the spin distributions of quarks and antiquarks in the proton [20] [21] [22] . In recent years, the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] provides a direct probe of helicity distributions with the detection of the longitudinal polarized single-spin asymmetry of W boson by the PHENIX [23] [24] [25] 31] and the STAR [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] experiments at RHIC. In [26] , the STAR Collaboration reported the first measurement of the parity violating single-spin asymmetries for midrapidity W decay with √ s = 500 GeV in pp collisions. In [25] , the PHENIX Collaboration presented data from longitudinal polarized pp collision, where the transverse momentum of final lepton satisfies p T > 30 GeV mainly from W and Z decays with √ s = 500 GeV. The PHENIX Collaboration also released precise data collected in 2011-2013 with a higher integrated luminosity [32] .
There are also some theoretical studies on A W ± L based on available extractions or parametrizations of quark helicity distributions [33] [34] [35] [36] . The predictions of A W ± L [15-21, 37, 38] are given, and it is found that the higher order QCD corrections are small [39] [40] [41] [42] . Especially in Ref. [42] , the analytic expressions for the spin-dependent asymmetries at next-to-leading order are given and the calculated results with sea quark helicity distributions from different groups are compared with the experimental data [30] . It is found that the data prefer a rather sizable positive valued ∆ū.
In this paper, we investigate the contribution of sea quark helicity distributions to A W ± L with the valence quark helicity distributions modeled by the quark-spectatordiquark model. Constraints due to the polarized structure functions and the sum of the helicity distributions are also considered. Sec. 2 presents the necessary formulas of the quark-diquark model. Sec. 3 presents the extractions of sea quark helicity distributions from the corresponding single spin asymmetries of W ± bosons. We find that the shape of A W − L is sensitive to ∆ū, while A W + L to ∆d intuitively, so that ∆ū is positive valued while ∆d is negative valued for better description of experimental data. However, the sizes of ∆ū and ∆d are strongly constrained by the experimental data of polarized structure functions and the sum of helicities. Numerical results and discussions are presented. A summary is given in the final section.
Light-cone quark-spectator-diquark model
As well known, the quark-diquark model [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] is proper to describe the deep inelastic scattering processes as that a single constituent quark in the nucleon is struck by the incident lepton, while the remaining part of the struck nucleon is regarded as an effective spectator with diquark quantum numbers. The light-cone quark-spectatordiquark model (qD model) [50] is a revised version of the quark-diquark model in the light-cone formalism.
The unpolarized valence quark distributions of flavors q = u and d in this model are:
where the superscript "v" denotes the valence part, a D (x) (D = S for scalar spectator or V for axial vector spectator), denoting the amplitude for quark q to be scattered while the spectator is in the diquark state D, is expressed as:
and the normalization satisfies The relation between the helicity distributions in the light-cone frame and the spin distributions in the rest frame is [51, 52] 
where
is the Melosh-Wigner rotation factor [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] from the relativistic effect due to the quark transversal motions, q s z = With the Wigner rotation effect, we can obtain the valence quark helicity distributions for the up and down quarks [50] :
For the light-cone momentum space wave function ϕ D (x, k ⊥ ), we adopt the BrodskyHuang-Lepage (BHL) prescription [55, 56] :
Here, m q is the mass of quark, and β D is the harmonic oscillator scale parameters which are adjustable. We first adopt m q = 330 MeV and β D = 330 MeV, with those parameters it can reproduce the low energy properties as shown in Ref. [50] . We take m S = 600 MeV and m V = 800 MeV for the scalar and vector diquarks to explain the N-∆ mass difference. By Eqs. (2) and (7), the relations between the polarized and unpolarized parton distribution functions are:
In order to reproduce the experimental data in a reasonable form with relations of valence quark distributions in the theoretical qD model being kept, we may adopt the following parametrization:
where the superscript "CT14LO" means the direct CTEQ parametrization [57] , and "qD" means the pure theoretical calculation from the qD model. In this way of parametrization, the unpolarized sea distributions could be included as those of the input parametrization. What is more, the sea part and the valence part of quark distributions are consistent with each other. The parton distribution functions (PDFs) are also reasonably scale dependent as they are mainly based on the parametrization set. Thus we get an adjusted set of quark distributions for both unpolarized and polarized cases based on theoretical considerations. Using a different unpolarized PDF parametrization set as input can change the valence u quark and sea quark distributions. Due to the dominance of u quarks in proton, there exists little difference between different parametrizations for the valence u quarks. Besides, the unpolarized d valence quark and the polarized u, d valence quarks are obtained through the model calculations as in Eq. (11), and can keep stable with different unpolarized PDF parametrization sets as inputs. While for the polarized sea parts, we assume simple relations between unpolarized and polarized PDFs as in Eqs. (25) and (26) . So adopting different unpolarized sea PDF parametrizations as inputs makes small difference of the results in our paper. We adopt CTEQ parametrization [57] as an example for the input parametrization.
Polarized sea quark distributions
3.1. Single-spin asymmetry in W ± boson production For a longitudinally polarized pp → W ± + X process, the single-spin asymmetry can be defined as:
where the superscripts "+/−" mean the helicity directions of the incoming proton. "+" implies that the direction of spin is along the movement of the proton, and "−" means the opposite. d∆σ and dσ are the polarized and unpolarized hadronic cross sections. According to the factorization [58] , the hadronic cross section dσ can be expressed by the convolution integrals of the related parton distributions and the perturbative partonic cross section dσ at the factorization scale µ f as:
where f a,b (x a,b ) means the parton distribution function in the proton. P A and P B are the momenta of the initially incoming protons. can be expressed roughly as [17-19, 37, 38] :
As for
where the parton momentum fraction x n (n = 1, 2) can be determined by the center-ofmass energy √ s, the rapidity y W and the mass M W of W boson as:
Then we are able to connect the measured single-spin asymmetry with the quark or anti-quark helicity distributions in the proton. For p+ p → l+X at RHIC [30] , the momenta of incoming protons and the produced charged lepton can be denoted by P A , P B , and p l . η l and p T are the rapidity and transverse momentum of the final lepton. According to Eq. (12), the final expression related to the experiment is:
and the relatively concrete expression can be obtained in [30] . Additionally, the spin content of the nucleon can be served as another test of our calculations. The spin-dependent structure functions g p,n 1 (x) are of fundamental importance in understanding the quark spin structure of the nucleon. The first moments Γ p,n
1 (x)dx are related to the net quark helicities in the nucleon. For the proton and the neutron:
whereas the corresponding contribution from only valence quarks are
The sums of helicity distributions for the nucleon are:
where the subscript "v" means the valence part, and ∆q(x) and ∆q(x) are the helicity distributions of anti-quarks and quarks. In our paper, all of the valence part are from model calculations in Eq. (11), while the unpolarized sea distributions are from CTEQ14 parametrization [57] . The polarized and the unpolarized sea quark distributions should satisfy a general relation |∆q(x)| ≤q(x). We thus propose a simple linear (Linear) relation between the polarized and the unpolarized sea distributions as:
where Nq ≤ 1 are free parameters. According to the Pauli principle [34] , Nū ≥ 0 and Nd ≤ 0.
By extending from the relation Eq. (25), we write down a x-dependent non-linear (NLinear) formula for the sea quark helicity distributions,
where nq, aq and bq are free parameters. This form is not meant to give a detailed description of the quark distributions but to optimize the previous linear form. The Γ(x)-functions are added for satisfying the normalization
In our calculations, we set aq = 1.0 and bq = 3.0 phenomenologically as in Refs. [59, 60] . We also set a = 10 −3 as a reasonable lower limit for the integrations. Here, we adopt a simple approximation to assume that the scale evolution of modeled polarized PDFs only depends on the unpolarized PDF input, though the evolutions of PDFs are not the same for unpolarized and polarized cases from a strict sense.
Numerical calculations
We adopt different forms of sea quark helicity distributions as described by Eqs. (25) and (26) in our numerical calculations. The parameters for several different modes of sea and valence quark helicity distributions are given in Table 1 . We present our numerical results in Table 2 and Table 3 .
In Table 1 , the N¯u /d and n¯u /d are obtained by fitting experimental data of single-spin asymmetries in W boson production at RHIC [30] and the experimental value of Γ p,n in COMPASS [10] . From the table, we know that different modes indicate different cases of β D , fitting data and relations that we set in Eqs. (25) and (26) . β D are the harmonic oscillator scale parameters as we mentioned ahead. For example, Mode = 1, 3, 5, 7 are corresponding to the fitting procedures with only the data at RHIC [30] , while Mode = 2, 4, 6, 8 are corresponding to the fitting procedures with both the data at RHIC [30] and COMPASS [10] . Comparing the results between DSSV/NNPDFpol parametrizations [34, 35] and our modes, we can see that different parametrizations can predict different values of ∆q, especially for ∆ū. But the basic signs of sea quark distributions are the same. What is more, the sums of polarized distribution functions as shown in our modes are consistent with the parametrizations, while the sea polarized parts seem to be larger. Thus ∆Σ, ∆q + (q = u/d) and ∆q (q = u/d) in our study are roughly consistent with those from NNPDFpol1.1 [35] and DSSV08 [34] ) parametrizations in Table 2 .
In Tables 1-3 , parameters with the linear and nonlinear relations are used to distinguish between different forms of sea quark helicity distributions as in Eqs. (25) and (26) . The parameter β D = 330 MeV, which corresponds to Mode = 1, 2, 5, 6, and the parameter β D = 600 MeV, which corresponds to Mode = 3, 4, 7, 8, are used in the BHL wave function. They have the same magnitude of the quark mass, as a characterization of the transverse momenta of the quark and the diquark. β D = 330 MeV is chosen according to Ref. [50] , and it has been widely used in describing the baryon properties with only the valence contents considered. We reset a relatively crude β D = 600 MeV by hand as an attempt to reflect possible effects due to the change of the valence helicity distributions in the nucleon by including the sea quark contributions.
As for W + in Eq. (14), the contribution of ∆d is larger than that of ∆u, due tod u. Similarly, ∆ū plays an important role on A W − L as shown in Eq. (15) . In Ref. [38] , the contributions of sea quark helicity distributions are neglected, and such cases correspond to the black dotted curves marked by Mode = 1, 2, 5, 6 in our figures. In our work, we also consider the sea quark helicity distributions, just as the solid black curves shown in the figures. Besides, to exam the contributions from up and down sea quark helicity distributions, we calculate A W ± L by setting one of sea quark helicity distributions ∆q = 0, e.g., the black dashed curves represent the contributions from ∆d 0 with ∆ū = 0; while the black dot-dashed curves stand for the contributions from ∆ū 0 with ∆d = 0.
From Table 1 , by comparing all of eight different modes we observe that the down sea quarks should be negatively polarized, while the up sea quarks should be positively polarized, for better description of the data. In all modes the ratios of ∆q(x)/q(x) with q = u or d satisfy the general relation |∆q(x)| ≤q(x) as shown in Fig. 5a . In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , the calculated A W ± L can match the data with sizable sea quark helicity distributions, as concluded in [42] . Besides, a good description of the shape of A Table 1 . The reason is that the sums of valence helicity distributions and sea helicity distributions are constrained by Γ p,n 1 while the valence quark helicity distributions already have offered a large value obtained from the qD model, so the sea part turns out to be rather small. Thus Γ p,n 1 and ∆Σ can obtain reasonable values as in Table 2 and Table 3 Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 .
From above discussions, we know that A Table 2 and Table 3 . Therefore these two sets of parameters as in Mode = 4, 8, with the constraints of Γ p,n 1 , can give reasonable results of ∆Σ by adjusting the valence and the sea quark distributions simultaneously. To some degree, the results of Γ p,n 1 and ∆Σ in Mode = 4, 8 are more reasonable than those in other modes from Table 2 and Table 3 . The reason of adjusting β D is that the sea quark polarization is usually neglected in previous application of the qD model, so β D ≈ 330 MeV is adopted to reproduce the low energy properties by considering only the valence part of the nucleon [50, [61] [62] [63] . Also the previous extractions of quark helicity distributions are mainly from DIS or SIDIS processes, where the sea quark helicity distributions could not be separated from the total quark helicity distributions accurately. So the valence quark helicity distributions in previous extractions might be overestimated due to the neglect of sea quark polarization. This implies that we need to reconsider the valence part of the nucleon in the qD model due to the sizable sea quark polarization as suggested by the A (25) and (26) . From our calculations, when η l ∈ (−1.2, 1.2), the value of x 1 (x 2 ) satisfies x 1 (x 2 ) ∈ (0.1, 0.5). Thus to match the shapes of A W ± L at RHIC, ∆q must have a large value for especially the parton momentum fraction x n ∈ (0.1, 0.5) according to the above discussions. In Fig. 5b , we notice that the nonlinear case in Eq. (26) has larger sea quark helicity distributions than the linear form in Eq. (25) L data have strong constraints on the explicit forms of sea quark helicity distributions. Our results of positively polarized ∆ū and negatively polarized ∆d are also compatible with a statistical model calculation of parton distributions in [64] , where a good description of W ± asymmetry can be reasonably reproduced. From the above discussions, we know that the theoretical calculations of A W ± L could match the experimental data with sizable sea quark helicity distributions. Besides, the x-dependent relation could describe the shapes better due to the extra x-dependent factors. Additionally, by studying A W ± L in Drell-Yan process, we note that both of valence and sea quark helicity distributions need to be reconsidered to obtain reasonable descriptions of experimental data. 
Summary
In summary, we investigate the contributions from the sea quark helicity distributions to the single-spin asymmetries A W ± L of W ± bosons in polarized pp collisions. To confront with the experimental data at RHIC, we adopt eight different modes of helicity distributions in our calculations. It is shown that A W ± L are sensitive to the helicity distributions of quarks, especially the sea quarks. However, the sizes of sea and valence quark helicity distributions are strongly constrained by the experimental data of polarized structure functions and the sum of quark helicities. This study provides an intuitive picture about the role played by the single-spin asymmetries A W ± L on our understanding of the nucleon spin structure. Therefore further theoretical and experimental studies are needed to explore the helicity distributions of both sea quarks and valence quarks of the nucleon in more details.
